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PREFACE 
Applied systems analysis is - or should be - a tool in the hands of planners and deci- 
sion makers who have to deal with the complex and growing problems of modern society. 
There is, however, an obvious gap between the ever-increasing complexity and volume of 
scientific and technological information and tools of analysis relevant to  large socio- 
technical and environmental systems, and the information requirements a t  a strategic 
planning and policy level. 
The Advanced Computer Applications (ACA) project builds on IIASA's traditional 
strength in the methodological foundations of operations research and applied systems 
analysis, and its rich experience in numerous application areas including the environment, 
technology, and risk. The ACA group draws on this infrastructure and combines it with 
elements of A1 and advanced information and computer technology. Several completely 
externally-funded research and development projects in the field of model-based decision 
support and applied Artificial Intelligence (AI) are currently under way. 
As an example of this approach to  information and decision support systems, a ma- 
jor component of an R & D project sponsored by the CEC's EURATOM Joint Research 
Centre (JRC) a t  Ispra, Italy, in the area of hazardous substances and industrial risk 
management, is described in this paper. It focuses on the symbolic simulation of chemical 
production processes which provides an easy-to-understand explanatory system. It shows 
- by tracing the intermediate substances of the production process - how certain chemical 
production processes work. It is interconnected with several other simulation or optimi- 
zation modules and databases of the larger information and DSS, and provides informa- 
tion about the feedstocks required, the interim products, the final products and the wastes 
of the chemical production process simulated. 
By emphasizing a directly understandable problem representation, based on symbol- 
ic simulation and dynamic color graphics, and the user interface as a key element of in- 
teractive decision support systems, we attempt to  make models of complex processes 
understandable and available to non-technical users. This is a step toward the increased 
direct practical usability of IIASA's research results. 
Kurt Fedra 
Project Leader 
Advanced Computer Applications 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The safe and systematic management of hazardous substances is a basic requirement 
in order to ensure a substainable use of the biosphere for present and future generations. 
T o  further this objective an integrated risk management  s y s t e m f )  was developed t o  
provide software tools for those engaged in the management of the environment, industri- 
al production, products and waste streams, hazardous substances and wastes in particular 
(Figure 1). 
This system comprises an information system (a set of interconnected knowledge and 
databases on hazardous chemical substances, industrial waste streams, production techno- 
logies of hazardous chemicals, accident reports, regulations of the EC, etc.) several simu- 
lation and optimization modules, and a graphics-based, menu-driven user interface which 
provides access to all the integrated modules for non-technical users as well as for experts. 
The production process level of the IRIMS system concentrates on the symbolic 
simulation of chemical production processes which provides an easy-to-understand expla- 
natory system showing (by tracing the intermediate substances of the production process) 
how certain chemical production processes work. The Production Process Module is in- 
terconnected with several other simulation/optimization modules and databases of IRIMS 
and provides information about the feedstocks required, the interim products, the final 
products and the wastes of the chemical production process simulated. It also allows for 
ari a posteriori  hazard evaluation of the whole process, for each hardware unit and each 
substance involved. 
Symbolic simulation was chosen in order to enable simulation of chemical production 
processes without having t o  consider the huge amount of quantitative information called 
for in numeric simulation (Grauer and Fedra, 1986). The amount of quantitative infor- 
mation required certainly exceeds that  normally within the grasp of non-experts in the 
chemical field - the target user group of the IRIMS system. The symbolic approach al- 
lows the simulation to  be based on understandable (qualitative) rules without failing t o  
represent the production process in chemical plants realistically. 
2. THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION SYSTEM 
One of the components of IRIMS is the Industrial Production System, which 
represents consumption of raw material, energy, water, manpower, capital etc., and the 
generation of products, wastes and interim products (Fedra, 1985). 
-'IRIMS, the Ispra Integrated RIsk Management Support system was developed by IIASA7s Advanced Com- 
puter Applications (ACA) project under contract to  the Commission of the European Communities (CEC),  
Joint Research Centre ( JRC) ,  Ispra, Italy. 
Figure 1 :  Conceptual elements of IRIMS (after Fedra, 1985, p. 14)  
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It estimates the amount of waste for a certain set of products, using a certain pro- 
duction technology or process (normal operation mode),  or it simulates an accident or 
gross mismanagement situation, where raw materials, interim products or final products 
may be released - more or less uncontrolled - into the environment (accident mode) .  
In keeping with the first three levels of the decomposition hierarchy of Zanelli et al. 
(see Appendix A) conceptually there are three levels of software modules for the simula- 
tion of Industrial Production Systems (Figure 2). 
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The P roduc t ion  Process  Modu le  is the basic module in the Industrial Production 
System. It simulates the individual product or substance-oriented production processes, 
which are aggregated a t  the Chemical Plant level. 
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The Chemica l  Plant Module  treats all production processes as "black-box- 
processes" with one input stream, one output stream and one waste stream. It combines 
the streams of all production processes to simulate the input, output and waste behavior 
of a chemical plant. 
The Chemica l  I n d u s t r y  M o d u l e  aggregates the chemical plants by their input, 
output and waste streams and sets up the connections to the environment of the Industri- 
al Production System (e.g., market, waste management, biosphere as in Fedra et al., 
1987). 
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Figure 2: Industrial Product ion S y s t e m  modules (after Fedra 1985,  p . 1 8 )  
At the current stage of the implementation of IRIMS the Chemical Industry module 
integrates the Chemical Plant  module so that  so far there are only two levels of disaggre- 
gation (Zanelli et  al., 1984). A more disaggregated solution is under development. 
The Chemical Industry module is discussed a t  length in Fedra (1987). The Produc- 
tion Process module is described below. 
3. THE PRODUCTION PROCESS MODULE 
3.1. Model Description 
The Production Process module simulates product-oriented production processes. 
Each production process consists of Unit Activit ies (Unit Processes [Herrick e t  al., 19791 
and Chemical Processes) and Units (Zanelli e t  al., 1984), where the Unit Activity takes 
place. 
The combination of a Unit Activity and a Unit, which is necessary if the process is 
t o  occur, is called an Operating Unit (see Figure 3).  
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Figure 9: The Production Process  Module 
In order to  satisfy a specific production goal the Operating Units are linked by their 
input/output streams (direct as well as indirect recursive). Certain input streams are 
connected to  external input streams (i.e., input from outside the Production Process 
Module) and certain output streams are the waste and product output streams of the 
whole Production Process Module. 
The production process starts  as soon as input material is provided to the Operating 
Units which are connected to  the external input streams. These Operating Units perform 
their Unit Activities depending on the input materials, the  operating conditions of the 
Unit and the constituents of the Unit, and by this produce some output material, which 
are sent (via the linked input/output streams) t o  other Operating Units, which in turn 
are activated on receiving input material. They too perform their Unit Activities and 
produce output,  thus activating other Operating Units and so on. After the production 
and the release of output material, an  Operating Unit is deactivated until it receives new 
input material. This sequence of activation and deactivation of Operating Units by ma- 
terials terminates when there is no more input material for any of the  Operating Units, 
e.g., all external input has been transformed to  the desired products, by-products and 
waste. 
During the  simulation of the production process the Operating Hazards of the Units 
and the hazards caused by the materials used and produced (e.g., input materials, interim 
products, end products, waste materials), the Material Hazards, are recorded and dynami- 
cally updated in the form of Hazard Ratings (NFPA, 1977; AICE, 1973; Sax, 1975). 
3.2. Description of the Implementation 
The Production Process Simulator is implemented in CommonLisp on a SUN-3 
graphics workstation as a dynamic feature of a database on chemical production technolo- 
gies, within the  framework of the integrated software system mentioned in section one. 
The simulation is performed and controlled by forward chaining rules which operate 
on the simulation objects (the Operating Units) and are executed using a dedicated self- 
developed inference engine (Winston, 1977; Cohen and Feigenbaum, 1982; Winston and 
Horn, 1984). It is designed t o  enable non-expert users t o  get an idea of how certain pro- 
ducts are produced and where the  potential hazards lie during the production process. 
3.2.1. The Components of the Symbolic Simulator 
The symbolic simulator consists of knowledge bases, which contain chemical exper- 
tise about Unit processes and Units as well as rules of control, and dynamic information 
tables (with dynamically instantiated simulation objects [Operating Units]) and an infer- 
ence engine which applies the  rules of the knowledge bases and thus performs the  simula- 
tion. 
a) Knowledge Bases 
Unit Process KB: 
All the rules required t o  simulate the Unit Processes of the production techno- 
logies listed in the production technologies database are stored here. 
For the sample production process (chlorination of phenol) these rules comprise 
the following Unit Processes: Halogenation (8 rules), Distillation ( 2  rules), Con- 
densation (3  rules), Absorption (1 rule), Refluz (2 rules) and Pumping (1  rule) 
(see Appendix C) .  
The rules represent input/output transformations under certain operating con- 
ditions of the  simulation objects they are assigned t o  during a simulation run. 
One of the Halogenation rules is listed below, as an example: 
((IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'phenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'chlorine) 
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) '70C) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
((THEN ((material o-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material p-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material HCI 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(Status* '(phenol chlorine) 'inactive)))) 
In natural language: 
If phenol and chlorine are supplied to the current Operating Unit and the tem- 
perature of the current Operating Unit is higher than 70°C and the pressure is 
exactly 1.3 a t m  
then o-chlorophenol, p-chlorophenol and hydrogen chloride are produced in 
the current Operating Unit and sent t o  the Operating Unit which is connected 
to  the current Operating Unit via the pipe starting a t  port 0 of the current 
Operating Unit and the status of phenol and chlorine is set to  'inactive' (i.e., 
they are marked as used up by this Unit Activity). 
Unit KB: 
This KB contains the information about the Units (i.e., the hardware) required 
t o  run all chemical production processes contained in the technology database 
of the framework system. The information covers t h e  following properties: 
Type  of Unit ,  Equipment Description (i.e., real hardware), Operating Condi-  
t ions  (e.g., temperature, pressure,...), Unit Activity (i.e., the set of assigned 
production process rules - dynamically set by the appropriate Combining 
Rules) and Operating Hazard Measurement (i.e., the set of hazard rating rules 
for the dynamic evaluation of the hardware risk of the Operating Unit). 
The Units required by the sample production process are: Stirred Batch Reac- 
tor, Batch Vacuum Distillation Column, Condenser, Codensing Trap,  Absorp- 
tion Tower, Recycle Pump, Reflux Drum and Flow Meter (see Appendix C). 
The Unit description of a Stirred Batch Reactor is as follows: 
(St i r redbatck-reactor  
(Description: 
Type St i r reLbatck-reactor  
Equipment-description 
(Features: 
ports (connected:) 
graphicrepresentation 'Reactor) 
Operatingconditions 
(Features: 
temperature 150C 
pressure 1.3atm) 
Unit-process nil 
O p e r a t i n g h a z a r b e a s u r e m e n t  ' R e a c t o r H a z a r d u l e s ) )  
In natural language: 
The unit stirred batch reactor is described by its type which is 
'Stirred-batck-reactor', its equipment, i.e., its ports (connections to  other 
operating units via pipes, dynamically assigned by the production process rules) 
and its graphical representation on the screen, its operating conditions, i.e., the 
temperature and the pressure (currently supplied with default values), its unit 
processes (dynamically assigned by the combining rules) and the operating ha- 
zard measurement rules (in the current state of development only a placeholder 
for a rule package to be developed later on). 
Combining Rules KB: 
Here all rules for combining Unit Processes with adequate Units - depending on 
various preference possibilities (for example: economic optimum, safety op- 
timum, financial restrictions etc.) - are included. These rules cause the selec- 
tion of the appropriate Units (see Unit KB) for the Unit Processes that are 
used to perform the desired chemical production process and combine the Units 
with Unit Processes to create Operating Units (i.e., Instances of Unit Descrip- 
tions referred to  by unique names with Unit Process rules assigned to  the 
Un i tP roces s  descriptor). 
In the case of the sample production process only seven combining rules are 
needed because the assignment of Units to  Unit Processes used for chlorination 
of phenol is unique (see Appendix C). 
Therefore the combining rules are as simple as the following one (although they 
may become extremely complicated in other cases): 
((IF ((in (fact Unit-Processes) 'Halogenation))) 
((THEN ((create Operating-Unit S t i r r e d b a t c h r e a c t o r  Halogenation) 
(remove-fact Unit-Processes Halogenation)))) 
In natural language: 
If one of the unit processes to  be included in the simulation of the selected pro- 
duction process is 'Halogenation' 
then a new operating unit will be created by combining the unit description of 
' S t i r r e d b a t c h e a c t o r  ' with the rule package of the production process 
'Halogenation' and the fact that the production process 'Halogenation' is to  be 
included is removed. 
Production Process KB: 
In this KB the process-specific rules of each implemented Production Process 
are located. These rules 
select the Unit Processes used for the simulation of the desired production 
process; 
initiate the creation of the Operating Units by selecting the Combining 
Rules; 
set up the linkage of the Operating Units by connecting the ports of the 
Units (see Unit KB, Equipment-description); 
distribute the  external input materials using a set of input rules; 
provide the default operating conditions for the Operating Units which en- 
able a standard run of the production process; 
activate Operating Units to which input material (external or  from other 
Operating Units) has been sent, i.e., apply the Production Process rules of 
the Operating Units. 
For the sample production process 7 Production Process rules are implemented 
(3 t o  select the  Unit processes, 3 to  interconnect the Operating Units and one 
to  activate the Operating Units t o  which input material has been sent) (see A p  
pendix C). 
As an example, one of the rules which select the required Unit processes 
depending on the desired products is given below: 
( ( IF  ((same (fact Process) 'Chlor inat ionof  henol) 
(Or (same (fact Product) ' t r ichlorophenoU2/4/)  
(same (fact Product) ' tetrachlorophenoU/3/4/6)) 
(empty (fact Unit-Processes)))) 
( (THEN ((fact Unit-Processes 
((Halogenation 2) 
(Distillation 2) 
(Condensing 1) 
(Codensation 2) 
(Absorption 1) 
(Reflux 2) 
(Pumping 1 ) ) ) ) ) )  
In natural language: 
If the production process to  be simulated is 'Ch lo r ina t ion-of  henol' and the 
desired product is either t r ichlorophenoU2/ /6  or t e t r a c h l o r o p h e n o l 2 / 3 / / 6  
and the unit processes which are to  be used for the simulation are not already 
selected 
then two halogenation processes, two distillation processes, one condensing 
process, two condensation processes, one absorption process, two reflux 
processes, and one pumping process are defined a s  required for the simulation of 
the production process. 
M e t a r u l e s :  
To  control the sequence of rule applications and t o  provide conflict resolution 
Metarules are used. In the case of the sample production process 4 Metarules 
have been implemented which may also be used for other production process 
simulations (see Appendix C) .  They schedule the  application sequence of rule 
packages in four situations: s tar t  of the simulation, external material input, 
simulation of the production process and end of the simulation. An example of 
the Metarule for starting the simulation is shown below: 
((IF ((not-empty Input-Table) 
(empty MIPT)))  
((THEN (apply* Production-F'rocess-Rules) 
(apply* Combining-Rules) 
(apply* Production-F'rocess-Rules) 
(apply * Input-Rules))) ) 
In natural language: 
I f  there is input material to  be supplied t o  the production process and there is 
no interim product produced so far, 
then apply the following rule packages consecutively to  the inference engine: 
Production Process rules, Combining rules, Production Process rules (again), 
Input rules. 
b )  D y n a m i c  I n f o r m a t i o n  Tables 
During a simulation run the simulation objects created and the deduced facts are 
represented by the following Dynamic Information Tables: 
O p e r a t i n g  Units: 
This table includes all Unit Process/Unit combinations set up by the Produc- 
tion Process Rules via the Combining Rules. The Operating Units represent 
the simulation objects. They are the instances of the Unit KB (hardware) 
descriptions, i.e., there are values assigned to their slots and to  each Operating 
Unit. 
Input Table: 
In this table the descriptions of the input materials which are required to  run 
the  chemical production process are collated. They are factors external to the  
simulation and are automatically provided by the simulator t o  enable a stan- 
dard simulation t o  be run. 
Materials In P r o c e s s  Table ( M I P T ) :  
This table holds all materials (interim products) that  are or were sent from one 
Operating Unit t o  another. The material descriptions consist of the  name of 
the material ( a  unique name for each material; e.g., o-chlorophenol-1), the in- 
formation from which to which Operating Unit the material is (or has been) 
sent, the state of the material (gas, liquid or solid), the hazard ratings (high 
[HI, medium [MI or low [L]) for relative pressure, flammability, toxicity and 
chemical burn risk for the material and the status of the material (active, inac- 
tive) which indicates if the material - a t  the current state of the simulation - is 
(active) or has been (inactive) present in the chemical production process. 
A sample material representation (as created by the Unit Activity Rules as- 
signed to  S t i r r e d b a t c h - r e a c t o r - 1 )  is as follows (also see the  description of the 
Unit Activity KB above): 
( o c h l ~ r o ~ h e n o l - 1  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H) 
(Status 'active)) 
In natural language: 
The currently viewed interim substance o-chlorophenol is referred to  by its 
unique name 'ochlorophenol-1 ' ,  has been produced in the currently active 
operating unit, is to  be transferred to the operating unit which is connected via 
port 0 of the current active operating unit, is in, a gaseous state,  has low rela- 
tive pressure, low flammability, high toxicity and high chemical burn risk, and 
its status is active. 
Waste Table: 
The information on all the wastes produced during the production process is t o  
be found here. The descriptors and the internal representation are the same as 
for the  materials in process and the products. 
Products Table: 
This table contains all the end products of the production process. The 
descriptors and the  internal representation are the same as for the materials in 
process and the wastes. 
c) The Inference Engine 
T o  be able to  apply the  rules stored in the  knowledge bases described above, an  
inference engine has been developed. A - forward chaining - inference engine is a pro- 
gram (in our case a CommonLisp program) which evaluates premises of rules and gen- 
erates the consequences if all the premises have been fulfilled. 
The simulation is started by applying the Metarules, which control the scheduling of 
the rule packages by forwarding the  name of the package t o  be applied t o  the apply*- 
function of the inference engine, which then loads the referred rules from their knowledge 
base - if they are not already present - and hands rule after rule of the package over t o  
the rule-monitor of the inference engine. The rule monitor evaluates the premises of the 
rule. If all the premises have been fulfilled the  results activated by the rule are obtained 
(in other words the rule is fired). 
A rule-package is applied as long as at  least one rule of the package has been fired. 
When no more matching rules exist in a package the Metarules regain control and for- 
ward the next rule package to the inference engine. They are themselves applied by the 
same mechanism with the exception that the Metarule package is only once forwarded to 
the inference engine. When no more matching Metarule can be found no more inferences 
can be deduced and therefore the simulation is finished. The Lisp code of the central part 
of the inference engine, the rule-monitor is shown below (in a simplified version): 
(defun rule-monitor (rule) 
(let ((premise (get-premise rule)) 
(consequence (get-consequence rule))) 
(cond ((member 'f (execute premise)) nil)) 
( t  (progn (execute consequence) 'Yes))))) 
(defun execute (sequence) 
(mapcar 'eval sequence)) 
3.2.2. Per fo rmance  
a )  S t a r t i n g  up 
Using one of the entry options of the technology database of the framework system 
(see introduction), the user selects a specific production process. Then he chooses the 
desired product from the products list of the database information displayed and activates 
the inference engine, which reads the rules for the specified production process from the 
Production Process KB. Then the inference engine applies the rules for the selection of 
the unit processes. This in effect ensures that the rules of the selected unit processes are 
read from the Unit Process KB. 
After this the rules for building the operating units are applied, which read and ap- 
ply the rules for combining unit processes with adequate units from the Combining Rules 
KB, and create the operating units for the specified production process by adding the 
descriptions of the constituents from the Unit KB to the corresponding unit process rules. 
Then the inference engine applies the rules for the linkage of the operating units, 
which connect the operating units by initializing the destination variables of the output 
rules of each operating unit. 
After the set up is established the input distribution rules are activated, which read 
the input material descriptions from the Input Table, give each of them a hazard rating 
(if not provided in the Input Table description), the description of its source (e.g., "exter- 
nal input") and its destination (an operating unit name), set the status to  "active" (i.e., 
currently in the production process) and write this extended material description onto the 
Materials In Process Table (MIPT). 
b) The I t e r a t i on  Sequence 
The inference engine reads the descriptions of the "active" materials from the MIPT, 
sets their status descriptor to "inactive" (i.e., had been in the production process) and ac- 
tivates (i.e., applies the rules of) the operating units, which are mentioned in the destina- 
tion descriptions of the former "activen materials. Before the unit process rules of the ac- 
tivated operating units are applied, the rules for setting the operating conditions of the 
activated operating units are brought into effect. 
When the operating conditions are set - in a future version of the symbolic simulator with 
the active interaction of the user as well - the following occurs for each activated operat- 
ing unit: 
The unit process rules are applied and input material descriptions are transformed to 
output material descriptions, depending on the operating conditions of the operating 
unit. The output material descriptions are then written into the MIPT (with the 
status descriptor "activen), to  the Waste Table or to the Products Table, depending 
on the values of the destination variables of the output rules of the operating unit. 
Their material hazard rating also is written to  the Hazard Table, together with the 
operating hazard estimation of the operating unit which produced the specific ma- 
terial. After this the operating unit is deactivated. 
The new material descriptions in the MIPT are read by the inference engine and the 
sequence described above is repeated with new material descriptions, new active operating 
units, and so on. 
When no further "active" material descriptions can be found on the MIPT by the 
inference engine, then there are no more operating units to  be activated and the simula- 
tion of the production process ends. 
4. THE USER INTERFACE 
Any comprehensive system for the management of industrial risk, and hazardous 
substances in particular, must provide for the simultaneous consideration of technological, 
economic, environmental and socio-political factors. 
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Figure 4 :  Integration of the Symbolic Simulator Module in IRIMS 
The background information required for strategic planning and policy making is charac- 
terized by a broad range of disciplines and is subject to  a variable degree of resolution and 
uncertainty. The management and decision-making process therefore requires a strong 
element of human expertise and judgement in addition to  the more formal, scientifically- 
based, analytical techniques. Methods of applied systems analysis and risk assessment 
implemented using modern information processing technology with user friendly interfac- 
ing, can now support such a comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach to the manage- 
ment of industrial risk. This approach can provide a powerful interactive tool for 
planners and policy makers, because it makes access to  a large number of relevant data- 
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bases and problem simulation modules easy. 
In this section the implementation of the symbolic simulator within the framework 
of an enhanced prototype demonstration version of the IRIMS, release 3.0 1986-12 (Fedra, 
1986) is described. The overall structure of the system and design guidelines have been 
described in Fedra (1985, 1986), Fedra and Otway (1986), Zhao et al. (1985), Fedra et al. 
(1986). 
The symbolic simulator module is embedded in the framework of IRIMS and is 
designed to  be interconnected with several other simulation/optimization modules and da- 
tabases of IRIMS t o  provide information about the feedstocks needed, the final products, 
the interim products and the wastes of the chemical production process simulated and to 
allow for an a posteriori hazard evaluation of the whole process as well as for each 
hardware unit and each substance involved. So far it has been implemented as a dynamic 
feature of the production technology database, which is accessible from the top-level of 
the menu as well as from a number of other modules (Figure 4).  
On the following pages the components of IRIMS which are related to the symbolic 
simulator and the way it functions are described in a screen- or display-oriented fashion. 
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APPENDIX A 
DECOMPOSITION HIERARCHY OF THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 
SYSTEM 
Classification Scheme for Process Plants - The Set Up 
as in Zanelli et al. (1984) 
1 .  Chemical Industry Level 
2. Chemical Plant Level 
9. Sys tem * 
4 .  Unit 
Level 1 (Industry) is defined as a set of industrial plants having in common the basic 
raw materials and/or the product range and/or the technology used. As an example, one 
can quote Petroleum Refining - common basic raw materials - , the Pesticide Industry - 
common products range - , the Electrolytic Industry - common technology used. 
Level 2 (Plant) is defined as a set of systems characterized by a common production 
target, together with their relevant auxiliary and recovering facilities. The common pro- 
duction target may be accomplished by different arrangements of the same basic systems, 
according to the various licensing technologies. 
Level 3 (System) is defined as a set of units univocally characterized by their pri- 
mary function within the plant. The primary functions have been split under two major 
headings, i.e., physical elementary functions (PHEFS) and chemical elementary functions 
(CHEFS). 
Level 4 (Unit) is defined as an aggregate of mechanical, electrical, instrumental com- 
ponents constituting a well-identified element within the system. 
*Production Process Level (Fedra et al., 1987) 
APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE PRODUCTION PROCESS DESCRIPTION: 
CHLORINATION OF PHENOL (after Goldfarb e t  al., 1981) 
The chlorination of phenol (Figure 5) has been selected as a representative example 
of a chemical production process and is used as  a guiding example throughout the  descrip- 
tion of the symbolic simulator. 
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Figure 5: Production Process Description: Chlorination of Phenol 
after: Goldfarb et al . ,  1981 
Products: 
The chlorination of phenol proceeds stepwise so that  six chlorophenols can be obtained: 
o-chlorophenol, p-chlorophenol, 2,4-dichlorophenol, 2,4,6-trichlorophenol, 2 ,9 ,4 ,6-  
tetrachlorophenol and pentachlosophenol. 
Commerc ia l  Use: 
2,4-dichloropenol is used as an intermediate in the manufacture of 2,4- 
dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,-D) and its derivatives, selective herbicides, and penta- 
chlorophenol (PCP) which is used as a wood preservative on account of its fungicidal pro- 
perties. 
Process  Description: 
At the beginning phenol is charged into the primary reactor and into the secondary 
scrubber-reactor in which the temperature is maintained a t  70-120°C (depending on the 
desired end products) and the pressure is about 1.3 atm. Then chlorine is added to the 
primary reactor and the offgas of the primary reactor (chlorine and hydrogen chloride) is 
passed to  the secondary reactor where sufficient phenol is present to  ensure complete reac- 
tion of the chlorine. The hydrogen chloride offgas from the secondary scrubber reactor is 
recovered by dissolving it in water in an absorption tower to  produce concentrated hydro- 
chloric acid suitable for commercial use. A small amount of anhydrous aluminum 
chloride is added as a catalyst to  the primary reactor when chlorination has proceeded to 
the dichlorophenol stage. 
For the production of monochlorophenols the temperature in the secondary scrubber- 
reactor is maintained at  about 70°C. The o-chlorophenol and p-chlorophenol are separated 
in a batch vacuum distillation column. To produce 2,4-dichlorophenol the temperature in 
the secondary reactor is increased to 120°C. The 2,4-dichlorophenol is separated from the 
2,6-dichlorophenol in a batch vacuum distillation column. The temperature of the phenol 
in the primary reactor ranges from 65 to 130°C until the melting point of the product 
reaches 95°C. If 2,4,6-trichlorophenol and 2,3,4,6-tetrachlorophenol are desired as pro- 
ducts, the reactor contents are then sent to a batch vacuum distillation column for 
separation. If pentachlorophenol is the desired product, the chlorination in the primary 
reactor is continued and the reaction temperature is progressively increased to  maintain a 
differential temperature of 10°C over the product melting point. When a product melting 
point of a t  least 174°C is reached chlorination is terminated. For technical-grade penta- 
chlorophenol no further purification is required. 
APPENDIX C 
KNOWLEDGE BASES FOR THE SIMULATION OF THE PRODUCTION 
PROCESS: CHLORINATION OF PHENOL 
U A K B - Unit Activity Knowledge Base: 
contains the Rules for the chemical and unit processes (i.e., unit activities) of 
the production processes implemented so far. 
(UnitAct ivi t ies  
(Halogenation 
Distillation 
Condensation 
Absorption 
Reflux 
Pumping)) 
Halogenation Rules 
(Halogenation 
(Rules 
HA1 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'phenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'chlorine) 
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) 70) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
($THEN ((material o-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  ' (L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material p-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material HCl 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(Status* '(phenol chlorine) 'inactive)))) 
HA2 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'o-chlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'p-chlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e )  
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) 90) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
($THEN ((material dichlorophenol2/4 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material dichlorophenol2/6 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(Status* '(o-chlorophenol pchlorophenol) 'inactive)))) 
HA3 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' d ich lorophenol /4)  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' d ich lorophenol /6)  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e )  
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) 105) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
($THEN ((material t r i ch lorophenol /4 /6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(Status* ' (d ich lorophenol2 /  dichlorophenoL2/6) 'inactive)))) 
HA4 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' t r ichlorophenol /4/6)  
($OR (same (fact Product) ' t r ichlorophenol /4/6)  
(same (fact Product) 'tetrachlorophenoL2/3/4/6)) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e )  
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) 105) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
($THEN ((material a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port 3 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'solid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material tetrachlorophenol2/3/4/6 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port 3 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material pen tachlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 3 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material tetrachlorophenol2/3/4/6 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(Status* 'trichlorophenoL2/4/6 'inactive)))) 
HA5 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' t r ichlorophenol2/4/6) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e )  
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) 130) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
($THEN ((material tetrachlorophenol2/3/4/6 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 0 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(Status* ' t r i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 / 6  'inactive)))) 
HA6 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' tetrachlorophenol/3/4/6) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e )  
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) 130) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
($THEN ((material pentachlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(Status* '(tetrachlorophenoL2/3/4/6 a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e )  
'inactive)))) 
HA7 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'phenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'HCl) 
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) 90) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
($THEN ((Status* '(phenol HCl) 'inactive) 
(material phenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material c+chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material pchlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material d i ch lo ropheno l /4  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material d i ch lo ropheno l /6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material HCl 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active))))) 
HA8 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'phenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'c+chlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'p-chlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' d ich lorophenol2 / )  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'd ichlorophenol /6)  
(greater (temperature (this Operating-Unit)) 105) 
(same (pressure (this Operating-Unit)) '1.3atm))) 
($THEN ((Status* '(phenol o-chlorophenol p-chlorophenol 
d i ch lo ropheno l /4  d ich lorophenol /6)  
'inactive) 
(material phenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material o-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material p-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material d i ch lo ropheno l /4  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material d i ch lo ropheno l /6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
(Hazardra t ings  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material trichlorophenolL2/4/6 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d ~ a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material HCI 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)))))))) 
- 36 - 
Distillation Rules 
(Distillation 
(Rules 
DI1 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'phenol) 
(in (Input ( this  Operating-Unit)) 'p-chlorophenol) 
(in (Input  (this Operating-Unit)) '0-chlorophenol) 
(in (Input  (this Operating-Unit)) ' d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 )  
(in (Input  (this Operating-Unit)) ' d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 6 )  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' t r i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 / 6 )  
(in (Input  ( this  Operating-Unit)) 'HCI))) 
($THEN ((material phenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port  1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H M ) )  
(Status 'active)) 
(material o-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port 1 ( this  Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H M)) 
(S ta tus  'active)) 
(material p-chlorophenol 
(From (this  Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port  1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
(Hazard-atings '(L H H M ) )  
(Status 'active)) 
(material d i c h l o r o p h e n o l 2 / 4  
(F rom (this Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H M ) )  
(S ta tus  'active)) 
(material HCl 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port  1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
(Hazard-atings '(L H H M))  
(Status 'active)) 
(material d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 6  
(F rom (this Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port  2 ( this  Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material t r i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 / 6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(Status* '(phenol o-chlorophenol pchlorophenol 
d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4  d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 6  
t r i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 / 6  HCl) 
'inactive)))) 
D I2 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 6 )  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' t r i ch lo ropheno12/4 / )  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
'tetrachlorophenol/3/4/6) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
'pentachlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
'aluminum_chloride))) 
($THEN ((Status* ' ( d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 6  t r i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 / 6  
t e t r a c h l o r o p h e n o l / 3 / 4 / 6  pentachlorophenol 
a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e )  
'inactive) 
(material d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material t r i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 / 6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material t e t r a c h l o r o p h e n o l / 3 / 4 / 6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material polynuclear~polychlorinateLtars 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material a l u m i n u ~ l l c h l o r i d e  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material pentachlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L H H H)) 
(Status 'active)))))))) 
Condensation Rules 
(Condensation 
(Rules 
CD1 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'phenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'pchlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'o-chlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'd ichlorophenol /4)  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'd ichlorophenol /6)  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'HCI))) 
($THEN ((Status* '(phenol o-chlorophenol p-chlorophenol 
d i ch lo ropheno l /4  d i ch lo ropheno l /6  HC1) 
'inactive) 
(material phenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material o-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d ~ a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material p-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d ~ a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material d i ch lo ropheno l /4  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r b a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r b a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material HCl 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r b a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active))))) 
CD2 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'phenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'pchlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) '0-chlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 )  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'HCI))) 
($THEN ((Status* '(phenol o-chlorophenol p-chlorophenol 
d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4  HCl) 
'inactive) 
(material phenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase ' l iquiL&<as)  
( H a z a r b a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material o-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase ' l iquiL&<as)  
( H a z a r b a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material p-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid-&<as) 
( H a z a r b a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material d ichlorophenol2/4  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase ' l iquiL&<as)  
( H a z a r d ~ a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material HCl 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase ' l i q u i L & e a s )  
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active))))) 
CD3 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'd ichlorophenol/6)  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' t r ichlorophenol/4/6)  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' te t rachlorophenol /3/4/6)))  
($THEN ((Status* '(dichlorophenoU2/ t r ichlorophenol/4/6 
te t rachlorophenol /3/4/6)  
'inactive) 
(material d ich lorophenol /6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material t r i c h l o r ~ p h e n o l / 4 / 6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material tetrachlorophenoU/3/4/6 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)))))))) 
Absorption Rules 
(Absorption 
(Rules 
AB1 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'H20) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'HCI))) 
($THEN ((Status* 'HCl 'inactive) 
(material hydroge~ch lo r ide  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L L L)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material concentratedydrochloric~acid 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)))))))) 
Reflux Rules 
(Re flux 
(Rules 
R F  1 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'phenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'pchlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'o-chlorophenol) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 )  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 'HCI))) 
($THEN ((Status* '(phenol o-chlorophenol pchlorophenol 
d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4  HC1) 
'inactive) 
(material phenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase ' l i qu iL&_gas )  
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material o-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase ' l i q u i c L & ~ a s )  
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material p-chlorophenol 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase ' l iquiL&-gas) 
( H a z a r d ~ a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material d ichlorophenol2/4  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 2 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase ' l i q u i L & e a s )  
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material HCI 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active))))) 
RF2 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) ' d i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 6 )  
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' trichloropheno12/4/6) 
(in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' t e t rachlorophenol /3/4/6)))  
($THEN ((Status* '(dichloropheno12/6 t r i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 / 6  
tetrachlorophenol2/3/4/6) 
'inactive) 
(material t r i c h l o r o p h e n o l / 4 / 6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(material t e t r a c h l o r o p h e n o l 2 / / 4 / 6  
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
( T o  (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H M)) 
(Status )active)))))))) 
Pumping Rules 
(Rules 
PU1 
(($IF ((in (Input (this Operating-Unit)) 
' c o n c e n t r a t e d y  drochloric-acid))) 
($THEN ((Status* ' concentra tedhydrochlor ic~acid  'inactive) 
(material concentratedhydrochlor ic~acid 
(From (this Operating-Unit)) 
(To (port 1 (this Operating-Unit))) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)))))))) 
U N I T K B - Unit Knowledge Base: 
contains the descriptions of the hardware units of the process plants (= frames 
for the operating units). 
(Units 
( S t i r r e d b a t c b e a c t o r  
BatcLvacuu~distillatio~~~olumn 
Condenser 
Condens ingt rap  
A b s o r p t i o ~ t o w e r  
Recycle-pump 
R e f l u ~ d r u m  
F l o w m e t e r ) )  
Stirred Batch Reactor Description 
( S t i r r e d b a t c b e a c t o r  
(Description 
Type S t i r r e d b a t c b e a c t o r  
Equipment-description 
(Features 
ports (connected) 
graphicrepresentation 'Reactor) 
Operatingconditions 
(Features 
temperature 150 
pressure 1.3atm) 
Unit-activity nil 
Opera t inghazardmeasurement  ' ~ e a c t o r H a z a r d u l e s ) )  
Batch Vacuum Distillation Column Description 
(Batch~vacuum_distillatio~~column 
(Description 
Type BatcLvacuum_distillatiollcolumn 
Equipment-description 
(Features 
ports (connected) 
graphicrepresentation 'Column) 
Operatingconditions 
(Features 
temperature nil 
pressure nil) 
Unit-activity nil 
OperatinghazarcLmeasurement ' ~ o l u m n J I a z a r d u l e s ) )  
- 45 - 
Condenser Description 
(Condenser 
(Description 
Type Condenser 
Equipment-description 
(Features 
ports (connected) 
graphicrepresentation 'Condenser) 
Operat ingcondi t ions  
(Features 
temperature nil 
pressure nil) 
Unit-activity nil 
O p e r a t i n g h a z a r b e a s u r e m e n t  ' C o n d e n s e r H a z a r d u l e s ) )  
Condensing Trap Description 
(Condensing-trap 
(Description 
Type Condensing-trap 
Equipmen t-description 
(Features 
ports (connected) 
graphicrepresentation 'Condensing-trap) 
Operat ingcondi t ions  
(Features 
temperature nil 
pressure nil) 
Unit-activity nil 
O p e r a t i n g h a z a r d e m u r e m e n t  ' C o n d e n s e r H a z a r d u l e s ) )  
Absorption Tower Description 
(Absorp t ion tower  
(Description 
Type Absorp t ion tower  
Equipment-description 
(Features 
ports (connected) 
graphicrepresentation 'Tower) 
Operat ingcondi t ions  
(Features 
temperature nil 
pressure nil) 
Unit-activity nil 
O p e r a t i n g h a z a r d m e a s u r e m e n t  ' ~ b s o r ~ t i o n _ H a z a r d R u l e s ) )  
- 46 - 
Recycle Pump Description 
(Recycle-pump 
(Description 
Type Recycle-pump 
Equipmen t-descrip tion 
(Features 
ports (connected) 
graphicrepresentation 'Pump) 
Operatingconditions 
(Features 
temperature nil 
pressure nil) 
Unit-activity nil 
O p e r a t i n g h a z a r b e a s u r e m e n t  ' PumpingHazar r lRules ) )  
Reflux Drum Description 
( R e f l u ~ d r u m  
(Description 
Type Reflux-drum 
Equipment-description 
(Features 
ports (connected) 
graphicrepresentation 'Drum) 
Operatingconditions 
(Features 
temperature nil 
pressure nil) 
Unit-activity nil 
O p e r a t i n g h a z a r d e a s u r e m e n t  ' R e f l u x - H a z a r d u l e s ) )  
- 47 - 
Flow Meter Description 
( F l o w m e t e r  
(Description 
Type F l o w m e t e r  
Equipment-description 
(Features 
ports (connected) 
graphicrepresentation ' F l o w m e t e r )  
Operatingconditions 
(Features 
temperature nil 
pressure nil) 
Unit-activity nil 
Operatinghazard-measurement nil)) 
P P K B - Production Process Knowledge Base: 
contains the process specific rules for the different production processes (e.g., 
required unit activities, hardware units, connections to the Operating Units, 
graphics display, etc.). 
(Rule-List (PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PP5 PP6 PP7)) 
(Rules 
(PP 1 
(($IF ((same (fact Process) 'Chlorinatio~of.A'heno1) 
(same (fact Product) 'pentachlorophenol) 
(empty (fact Unit-Activities)))) 
($THEN ((fact Unit-Activities ((Halogenation 1)))))) 
PP2 
(($IF ((same (fact Process) 'Chlorination_of_Phenol) 
($OR (same (fact Product) '0-chlorophenol) 
(same (fact Product) 'pchlorophenol) 
(same (fact Product) 'd ichlorophenol2/))  
(empty (fact Unit-Activities)))) 
($THEN ((fact Unit-Activities 
((Halogenation 2) 
(Distillation 1) 
(Condensing 1) 
(Condensation 1) 
(Absorption 1) 
(Reflux 1) 
(Pumping 1))))))  
P P3 
(($IF ((same (fact Process) ' C h l o r i n a t i o ~ o P h e n o l )  
($OR (same (fact Product) ' t r ichlorophenol/4/6)  
(same (fact Product) ' tetrachloropheno12//4/6)) 
(empty (fact Unit-Activities)))) 
($THEN ((fact Unit-Activities 
((Halogenation 2) 
(Distillation 2) 
(Condensing 1) 
(Condensation 2) 
(Absorption 1) 
(Reflux 2) 
(Pumping 1))))))  
PP4 
(($IF ((same (fact Process) 'Chlorinationofhenol.) 
(not-empty (fact Operating-Units)) 
($OR (same (fact Product) '0-chlorophenol) 
(same (fact Product) 'pchlorophenol) 
(same (fact Product) 'd ichlorophenol/4))  
(empty (fact linked)))) 
($THEN ((port 0 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 1  
'StirredbatchLreactor- 1) 
(port 1 ' S t i r r e d b a t c b e a c t o r - 1  
' S t i r r e d b a t c b e a c t o r - 2 )  
(port 2 'Stirred-batcbeactor-1 
'PRODUCT) 
(port 1 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 2  'Condensing-trap-1) 
(port 2 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 2  
' B a t c L v a c u u ~ d i s t i l l a t i o n c o l u m n -  1) 
(port 1 'Condensing-trap-1 'Absorptiontower-1 ) 
(port 2 'Condensing-trap-1 'S t i r redbatchreac tor -2)  
(port 1 'BatcLvacuu~distillationcolumn-1 
'Condenser- 1) 
(port 2 ' B a t c h ~ v a c u u ~ d i s t i l l a t i o n c o l u m n - 1  
'WASTE) 
(port 1 'Condenser-1 'Refluxdrum-1) 
(port 1 'Refluxdrum-1 'Absorption-tower-1) 
(port 2 'Refluxdrum-1 'PRODUCT) 
(port 1 'Absorptiontower-1 'WASTE) 
(port 2 'Absorptiontower-1 'Recycle-pump-1) 
(port 1 'Recycle-pump-1 'WASTE) 
(fact linked Yes)))) 
PP5 
(($IF ((same (fact Process) 'Chlorinationof henol) 
(not-empty (fact Operating-Units)) 
($OR (same (fact Product) ' t r ichlorophenol/4/6)  
(same (fact Product) 'tetrachlorophenoL2/3/4/6)) 
(empty (fact linked)))) 
($THEN ((port 0 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 1  
'Stirred-batch~eactor-1) 
(port 1 ' S t i r r e d b a t c b e a c t o r - 1  
' S t i r r e d b a t c b e a c t o r - 2 )  
(port 2 'Stirred-batcbeactor-1 
'PRODUCT) 
(port 3 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 1  
'Batch~vacuu~distiIlationcolumn-2) 
(port 1 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 2  'Condensing-trap-1) 
(port 2 ' S t i r r e d b a t c b e a c t o r - 2  
'BatcLvacuu~distillationcolumn- 1)
(port 1 'Condensing-trap-1 'Absorption-tower-1) 
(port 2 'Condensing-trap-1 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 2 )  
(port 1 'BatcLvacuu~distillationcolurnn-1 
'Condenser- 1) 
(port 2 ' B a t c L v a c u u ~ d i s t i l l a t i o n ~ c o l u m n - 1  
'Batch~vacuu~distiIlationcolumn-2) 
(port 1 'Condenser- 1 'Refluxdrum- 1) 
(port 1 'Refluxdrum-1 'Absorpt io~tower-1)  
(port 2 'Refluxdrum-1 'PRODUCT) 
(port 1 'Absorptiontower-1 'WASTE) 
(port 2 'Abso rp t io~ tower -  1 'Recycle-pump 1) 
(port 1 ' R e c y c l e p u m p  1 'WASTE) 
(port 1 'BatcLvacuu~distillatio~column-2 
'Condenser-2) 
(port 2 'BatcLvacuu~distillatio~column-2 'WASTE) 
(port 1 'Condenser-:! 'Refluxdrum-2) 
(port 1 'Refluxdrum-2 'PRODUCT) 
(fact linked Yes)))) 
PP6 
(($IF ((same (fact Process) ' C h l o r i n a t i o ~ o ~ h e n o l )  
(not-empty (fact Operating-Units)) 
(same (fact Product) 'pentachlorophenol) 
(empty (fact linked)))) 
($THEN ((port 0 'Stirred-batckeactor-1 
'S t i r r eLba tcLreac to r -  1) 
(port 1 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 1  'WASTE) 
(port 2 ' S t i r r e d b a t c k e a c t o r - 1  'PRODUCT) 
(fact linked Yes)))) 
PP7 
(($IF ((same (Status (material in process)) 'active) 
(same (fact linked) 'Yes))) 
($THEN ((fact* 'Current-Operating-Unit 
(destination (material in process))) 
(activate (fact Current-Operating-Unit))))))) 
C R K B - Combining Rules Knowledge Base: 
contains the rules for the creation of the Operating Units by combining the 
Unit hardware descriptions (UNITKB) with the corresponding Unit Activities 
(UAKB) . 
(Rule-List (CR1 CR2 CR3 CR4 CR5 CR6 CR7)) 
(Rules 
(CR1 
(($IF ((in (fact Unit-Activities) 'Halogenation))) 
($THEN ((create Operating-Unit S t i r redbatch- reac tor  Halogenation) 
(remove-fact Unit-Activities Halogenation)))) 
C R2 
(($IF ((in (fact Unit-Activities) 'Distillation))) 
($THEN ((create Operating-Unit Batchvacuu~distillatio~column 
Distillation) 
(remove-fact Unit-Activities Distillation)))) 
CR3 
(($IF ((in (fact Unit-Activities) 'Condensation))) 
($THEN ((create Operating-Unit Condenser Condensation) 
(remove-fact Unit-Activities Condensation)))) 
CR4 
(($IF ((in (fact Unit-Activities) 'Absorption))) 
($THEN ((create Operating-Unit A b s o r p t i o ~ t o w e r  Absorption) 
(remove-fact Unit-Activities Absorption)))) 
CR5 
(($IF ((in (fact Unit-Activities) 'Reflux))) 
($THEN ((create Operating-Unit R e f l u ~ d r u m  Reflux) 
(remove-fact Unit-Activities Reflux)))) 
CR6 
(($IF ((in (fact Unit-Activities) 'Pumping))) 
($THEN ((create Operating-Unit Recycle-pump Pumping) 
(remove-fact Unit-Activities Pumping)))) 
C R7 
(($IF ((in (fact Unit-Activities) 'Condensing))) 
($THEN ((create Operating-Unit Condensing-trap Condensation) 
(remove-fact Unit-Activities Condensing)))))) 
I R K B - Input Rules Knowledge Base: 
contains the rules for the input of the substances required in the production 
process. 
(Rule-List (IR1 IR2 IR3 IR4 IR5)) 
(Rules 
(IR1 
(($IF ((in (fact Input-Table) 'phenol) 
(not-same (fact Product) 'pentachlorophenol))) 
($THEN ((material phenol 
(From 'Input-Table) 
(To  'Stirredbatch-reactor-1) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L M H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
. . 
(material phenol 
(From 'Input-Table) 
(To  'Stirredbatch-reactor-2) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L M H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(remove-fact Input-Table phenol)))) 
IR2 
(($IF ((in (fact Input-Table) 'phenol) 
(same (fact Product) 'pentachlorophenol))) 
($THEN ((material phenol 
(From 'Input-Table) 
( T o  'Stirred-batcheactor-1) 
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L M H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(remove-fact Input-Table phenol)))) 
IR3 
(($IF ((in (fact Input-Table) 'chlorine))) 
($THEN ((material chlorine 
(From 'Input-Table) 
(To  'Stirredbatch-reactor-1) 
(Phase 'gas) 
( H a z a r d r a t i n g s  '(M L H M)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(remove-fact Input-Table chlorine)))) 
IR4 
(($IF ((in (fact Input-Table) ' a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e )  
(greater (temperature ' S t i r r e L b a t c h e a c t o r - 1  ) 90))) 
($THEN ((material a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e  
(From 'Input-Table) 
(To 'S t i r r eLba t cLreac to r -  1) 
(Phase 'solid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L H H)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(remove-fact Input-Table a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e ) ) ) )  
IR5 
(($IF ((in (fact Input-Table) 'H2O) 
($OR (same (fact Product) '0-chlorophenol) 
(same (fact Product) 'p-chlorophenol) 
(same (fact Product) 'd ichloropheno12/)  
(same (fact Product) ' t r ichlorophenol /4/6)  
(same (fact Product) ' t e t rachlorophenol2/ /4/6))))  
($THEN ((material H20  
(From 'Input-Table) 
(To 'Absorp t io~tower-1)  
(Phase 'liquid) 
( H a z a r d a t i n g s  '(L L L L)) 
(Status 'active)) 
(remove-fact Input-Table H20))))) )  
R P M K B - RPM Knowledge Base: 
general KB containing the Products and Input Materials. 
(Products 
(o-chlorophenol 
p-chlorophenol 
d ich lorophenol /4  
tr ichlorophenol /4 /6  
tetrachlorophenol/3/4/6 
pentachlorophenol)) 
(Input-Material 
(phenol chlorine a l u m i n u ~ c h l o r i d e  H 2 0 ) )  
M E T A R U L E S :  
contains the Metarules for the control of the rule application sequences. 
(Rule-List (MR1 MR2 MR3 MR4)) 
(Met arules 
(MR1 
(($IF ((not-empty Input-Table) 
(empty MIPT))) 
($THEN ((apply* ProductionProcess-Rules) 
(apply* Combining-Rules) 
(apply * Production-Process-Rules) 
(apply* Input-Rules)))) 
MR2 
(($IF ((not-empty Input-Table) 
(not-empty MIPT) 
(empty Product-Table))) 
($THEN ((apply* Input-Rules) 
(apply* Production-Process-Rules)))) 
MR3 
(($IF ((empty Input-Table) 
(not-empty MIPT) 
(empty Product-Table))) 
($THEN ((apply* Production-Process-Rules)))) 
MR4 
(($IF ((empty Input-Table) 
(empty MIPT) 
(not-empty Product-Table) 
(same (fact finished) 'No))) 
($THEN ((fact finished Yes)))))) 
